Ballroom Dancers’ Federation - Star Championships 2015

Following on to the previous report on the two Ballroom Championships, in this issue a report on the two Latin American Championships.

There was a strong entry of both Professional and Amateur couples for these prestigious championships, superbly organised by the BDF in the attractive Oaks Hall, Duchesse’s Stand, of the Epsom Racecourse. The programme was organised in a way that throughout the day Ballroom and Latin American rounds alternated, so that the audience could enjoy the changing sound of the different rhythms. This was particularly interesting, during the evening rounds, when the live music of Ashley Frohlick and the Empress Orchestra entertained both the dancers and the audience.

The first round of the Star Professional Latin American Championship commenced in the afternoon session 46 couples taking part, a really good turnout in what has become a very full year of Professional Championships and competitions. An excellent level of dancing was enjoyed by the knowledgeable audience, which provided a taste of what was in store in the final round.  What power and energy was used, as every couple seemed to be starting at the top of their game, no one waiting for the semi-final or final. They all came out of their stalls at a full gallop! (Sorry, well we were at the Epsom racecourse.)                          

The Professional Latin American Star Champions for 2015 are Riccardo Cocchi and Yulia Zagoruychenko, representing USA. (Being placed 1 1 1 1 1)  Not only winning all five dances, Ricardo and Yulia received a first place mark, from every adjudicator, in every dance. They were so dominant in every department with their amazing body rhythm and speed of feet and legs. It was really great to see a good number of actual Walks in their Rumba choreography, using the 2 3 41 count. So often in competition, you will see couples dancing one Rumba Walk and then changing to a syncopated rhythm. For all couples that wish to improve, study the Champions, it is this dedication to the fundamental principles of dance that makes the difference to being placed first or last. One aspect jarred and that was Yulia's choice of occasionally using a wide-legged plié. This lost, for a moment in time, Yulia's usual appearance of elegance and sophistication. They of course topped the bill with their dancing in the last dance of the final, the Jive. It was presented with their usual freedom of action, lightness of weight change and the energy they used with no apparent stress.

Runners-up Justinas Duknauskas and Anna Melnikova, representing Lithuania.  (Being placed 2 2 2 2 2)   Justinas and Anna danced with a great range of rhythm and movement, coupled with their abundant energy; they were entertaining from the first note of the music. With these attributes they were very good in providing a strong storyline in each dance, therefore creating in their movement the character of the music of each individual rhythm. There were just a few times when Anna appeared to have a slight backward posture, causing a slight hardening of the body. The Paso Doble is a strong dance for them, particularly as Justinas provided a very good interpretation of the Matador’s posture whilst passing the bull. In the Jive they danced with a super use of their feet and were able to show the dance to a full effect with their body actions and rhythm. From the first note of the music in the first round until the last note in the final, they danced as if they were the champions.

Into third place, Rachid  Malki and Anna Supran, representing Norway. (Being placed 3 4 3 4 3)  They started as they meant to continue, using strength of movement coupled with their musical knowledge. Sometimes the energy Rachid used created a tension in his leading arm, particularly in the Cha Cha Cha. Losing this will help to soften his approach to Anna and allow both of them to develop extra feeling and expression. The Samba was danced with very good technique and they were well together with a rhythmic interpretation. However, they just stepped over the mark slightly by using too much energy. There is always a fine balance between using enough energy to create a performance and using too much; therefore creating hardness, or difficulty in creating the musical character throughout the choreography. Generally they created good changes of shape and rhythm, both in their own bodies as well as between them. Rachid and Anna must now practice to contain the energy to allow it to produce ease of movement, beautiful rhythm and the true character in every dance. Next year should see an improved result for them.
Taking fourth place, Marek Fiksa and Kinga Jurecka, representing Poland. (Being placed 4 3 4 3 4)  They lost the third place by just one mark. A very close call indeed. Unfortunately Kinga used very strange facial expressions in more than one dance. She must also be responsible for her own posture and head position, as Marek worked too hard for both of them. These created a distraction and most probably cost them one or two marks, which could have gone to them and changed the result. The Jive, throughout the whole Championship, provided energy and a good performance, showing body rhythm and fast foot and leg movements. Congratulations on reaching this final and look forward to seeing a great improvement at next year’s Star Ball.

Fifth place went to Voronov Valentin and Imrekova Alina, representing Russia. (Being placed 5 6 5 5 5.5)  They danced with determination and energy throughout and this paid off particularly well in the Jive, although they could have been a greater freedom through the body when they danced basic Jive actions. There were some unusual figures that made for effective choreography in all the dances. However, Voronov and Imrekova seemed to dance to their best in the semi-final as they created a very positive performance and had many more marks than the remaining semi-finalists. The final did not live up to this particular level. They do have talent, and they need to practice now to balance their energy level, performance, the connection between them and their body rhythm.

Been placed sixth in this high level final, Gunnar Gunnarsson and Marika Doshoris, representing England. (Being placed 6 5 6 6 5.5)  Commencing this final Gunnar and Marika seemed to have settled into their performance and created a stronger feeling for each dance than in the earlier rounds. Particularly in the Rumba, they captured a good sense of the feeling between them, allowing the audience and the judges to understand the character of this dance. However, they must now try for a smoother leg action in the Rumba Walks. During the Paso Doble, they both danced with a positive movement and rhythm. However, Gunnar has not found the art of telling the story sufficiently well. Perhaps it is the development of posture in the different aspects of the Paso Doble that would help to lift the performance level of the dance. They both danced a strong Jive, full of life and personality. Practising to lift the storyline of the other dances, to this level, will enable them to achieve a much higher result in next year’s Star Ball.

The following were recalled into the semi-final, gaining the following result.

Achieving seventh place in the semi-final, Anton Sboev and Patrizia Ranis (England).  Anton and Patrizia commenced the first round strongly, with the Rumba, in particular, having an elegant yet earthy feeling. However, in the semi-final they inserted more energy into their various actions, which caused the appearance of over dancing, particularly in the Jive. It seemed as if this level of energy had not been rehearsed in their usual practice, therefore including this in a semi-final did not give the effect that they wished for. Overall Anton and Patrizia have the ability to create interesting rhythm and character – which should with studied practice – allow them to really challenge for a final place in next years Star.

Being placed eighth, Vitaly and Anna Sevastijanov (Ireland). Creating some interesting choreographic ideas Vitaly and Anna danced with the required character in each dance. This produced their good result in the Championship. In the Samba the Reverse Rolls were a very good feature and ended with an unusual and effective figure. In the Paso Doble, Vitaly using a Close Hold, which was not flexible enough to show the different degrees of separation of the two bodies, spoilt the storyline. This is particularly important on figures, which have a Caping action. There was only one mark separating the seventh and eighth place: there should be a good battle between these two couples to see who will be in the final next year.

Taking ninth place, Peter Majzelj and Maja Gersak (Slovenia).  Using a good development of technique and rhythm in each dance, Peter and Maja really came alive in the Jive; being one of their best-marked dances. It was noticeable throughout the rounds that when in hold, with either one hand or two, there was an appearance of being  'busy' between them. When dancing any of their solo figures, Peter and Maja really look so much better in their own individual bodies. It should not be too much work to smooth out this problem, and when this is done they should be online for a higher placing.

Achieving tenth place, Sven Ninnnemann and Nina Uszkureit (Germany).  Another couple who have achieved a good level of technique and rhythm. However, Sven needed to project his personality in a much stronger way and in doing so to encourage Nina to reply to his lead in a more effective way. The Rumba was their best-marked dance and deservedly so; they captured the feeling of this particular rhythm in a stronger way than that of their other dances. In the Jive it was difficult to understand their facial characterisation. Jive is such a free and happy dance and comes over well to the judges and audience when the facial expressions are naturally free and happy.

Taking the eleventh place, Shinsuke Kanemitsu and Natsuko Yoshida (Japan).  Shinsuke and Natsuko have obviously trained to be very competent in both the rhythmic and technical aspects of each dance. They seemed particularly suited to the Rumba with their elegant performance. Indeed Shinsuke and Natsuko gained their best result in that dance. In the Jive they were very positive and well connected. However, there were times when a little tension crept into their body lines, causing a slight lack of Freedom. They both have all the requisites to achieve a higher level in creating a Championship performance. It is now practice, practice, practice to be able to dance freely, with the characterisation of rhythm being their most important aim.

Achieving twelfth place out of a total entry of 46 couples, Andrey Gorbunov and Karla Gerbes (Australia).  Andrey and Karla did very well to achieve a semi-final placing in this Championship with the good number of strong and experienced couples taking part. Andrey must study the rather strange arm shapes that he uses in leading. This appeared to provide a certain degree of tension between them. Neither of them had enough ‘impact’ in their performance level, compared to the other couples in the semi-final, making up for this by overusing head actions. Practising to produce an easy connection between each other will help to provide competitiveness in their dancing. Performance can then be expressed through the movement and actions made through feet, legs and body. Gaining these qualities will help them to climb further up the ladder in future Championships.

Other couples that caught the eye in the early round were: 

Alex Wei Wang and Roxy Jin Chen (China).  From the markings of the round of 24 couples, Alex and Roxy were easily the next couple to those marked into the semi-final. They danced with the surety of a strong technique, which seems to be a part of the success of many Chinese couples. This led to a good rhythmic ability in each dance. However, the lack of a feeling of the Man/Woman relationship was missing. This was particular noticeable in the Rumba as Alex very seldom focused his eye line on Roxy. Our form of the Latin American dances, requires much more than just technique and rhythm; it is essential that the characterisation of the music and the storyline is very evident. 

Roman Italyankin and Alexandra Bokova (USA).  Commenced the first round strongly, with only one mark dropped from a full house. However, in the 24 this effect tailed off. Perhaps Roman and Alexandra need to consider their choreography, as even in the Jive – one of their better-marked dances – they spent too long between true Jive actions. It is always the balance of being inventive, and the essential quality of maintaining the individual character and rhythm of each dance through the use of the fundamental actions. If Roman and Alexandra can search for the complete understanding of each individual dance, there is a great possibility – that through their talent – they will be able to lift themselves in the world of Latin American dancing

Dragon Xu and Natalya Shin (China).  Commencing the first round with a dominant appearance, Dragon and Natalya used a variety of good changes of body rhythm. Their Jive was their best-marked dance due to their very strong base action, which enabled them to show the character of the dance very well. Whilst not in contention for the semi-final this year, if they're able to bring up the level of performance and characterisation in the other four dances to that of their Jive, there is no doubt they could achieve a place in a semi-final of this level. 

Congratulations to the champions, Ricardo and Yulia, for their excellent performance, and to all the couples who took part to make this a really enjoyable experience for those who were spectators at the BDF Star Ball

Continuing with a report on the Star Amateur Latin American Championship.

The Amateur Latin American Championship was won by Damir Huzan and Anna Mashchyts, representing Slovenia. (Being placed 1 1 1 1 1)  Another great result for the country of Slovenia, they certainly breed very good dancers in that part of the world. Damir and Anna dominated the Championship from the first round and showed how important rhythm and character really are. Not only did they win every dance, but they also received by far the highest number of first place marks from the adjudicators. With the way they have developed their posture, basic actions and body rhythm so far, they must have a very good chance of climbing up through the world rankings. If there is a criticism, it is the sometime use of too much activity in their heads. This can create the appearance of being too busy. Otherwise, congratulations on a very good performance.

Runners-up Arkady Bakenov and Rosa Filippello, representing England. (Being placed 2 2 2 2 2)  Arkady and Rosa showed activity in a very good way. They also used a few complicated actions in their choreography to advantage. Being able to show strong fundamental actions to maintain their rhythmic performance proved their ability. Probably the best round for them was the final: what all competitors wish for! Arkady and Rosa have the ability to use lead and follow without any stress being apparent between them. Whilst in hold they have their own freedom of posture, rhythm and action. They should try now to develop the character of each dance, studying the rhythm in detail, to take an even greater challenge next year.

Taking third place, Sergey Maksyuta and Darya Sereda, representing Russia. (Being placed 3 3 3 5 3)  Sergey and Darya maintained a very consistent level of marking from the judges, except for their Paso Doble. In this dance whilst dancing with a big shape and volume between them, they lacked the feeling of character, which they achieved in the other four dances. Perhaps it is the lack of use of choreography that contains more of the sense of the bullfight: particularly in the shape of passing the bull. Also important is the relationship between the Matador and the Lady, who may be portraying a Spanish Dancer’s emotion. In each dance they were well connected and were able to complete their choreography without any visible stress. Sergey and Darya are two dancers who have ability and with training and practice will be able to climb the ladder to success.

Into fourth place, Denys Samson and Yuliya Nikintenko, representing England. (Being placed 4 5 4 4 4)  Denys and Yuliya showed stress between them in the earlier rounds, but by the time they danced in the final this seemed to clear away, allowing the lead and following action, or figure, to be without stress. This of course provided clarity of rhythm and indeed good posture and shape between them. The Samba needs improvement in the base action of using the feet and legs to produce the real body rhythm required in the 1&a 2&a timed figures. In the Jive, Denys and Yuliya need to show more confidence, which again will come through the study of the fundamental actions of the dance. Feet and legs are so important and developing the use of these will aid the feeling and surety required in the Latin dances.

Taking fifth-place, Alex Karaulov and Vlada Semenova, representing USA. (Being placed 5 4 5 3 6)  Finishing third in the Paso Doble, Alex and Vlada proved they have the ability to show a higher level of performance than that shown in the other dances. In the Paso Doble, there was strength of purpose and character, coupled with strong rhythm. The Jive was disappointing, in that the use of feet and legs did not produce the rhythm of the basic actions. To improve their position in this company, Alex and Vlada certainly need to study the fundamental actions, rhythm and character in each dance; this will no doubt give a lift to their performance level and future success.

Being placed sixth in this talented final, AJ Prichard and Chloe Hewitt, representing England. (Being placed 6 6 6 6 5)  Whilst finishing in sixth position, they can be pleased that they received many more marks into the final then the majority of the other semifinalists. AJ and Chloe are very young, now forging their way into a major adult championship. It was delightful to see their compact and purposeful performance, looking so at home in this final. Whilst their best-marked dance was the Jive, it could have been even better if AJ did not move his head slightly forward out of his bodyline on a number of occasions. Otherwise both of them have already developed a good sense of posture and shaping throughout all the dances. If they keep working on the fundamentals of each dance and develop a strong charisma that keeps both the Judges and the audience viewing their performance, they will certainly improve their position in competitive dancing.

Couples who were recalled into the semi-final, gaining the following result.

Into seventh position, Nikita Malakhov and Nadeza Vlasova (USA).  They had many more marks then the remaining semi-finalists and only missed a final placing by two marks. Nadeza is a very powerful performer in every dance, no doubt helped by the lead of Nikita and his partnering expertise. In the Samba, some of the Promenade Positions in close hold appeared to look too small; this appeared to be trained in but a more flexible approach would aid their presentation. Paso Doble and Jive were their best marked dances in the semi-final. If they can bring the other three dances up to this level Nikita and Nadeza will be easily in the final next year.

Taking eighth position, Tang Yao and Bobbie Huane (China).  Their best dance in the semi-final, as far as the judges were concerned, was the Paso Doble. Tang and Bobbie certainly captured the character and story line of the dance by using good body shaping, a good postural effect and strong rhythmic action. To improve their performance and the other dances, it is important for them to study and practice the individual essentials of each of the dances. One of these is body rhythm: Tang and Bobbie must now develop this to create the character and emotion necessary to interpret all the different Latin rhythms.

Being placed ninth, Lloyd Perry and Rebecca Scott (England).  Another young couple breaking into the higher level of Amateur Latin American dancing. In this Championship they showed a big improvement in their performance and indeed a new togetherness. Their best-marked dances were the Cha Cha Cha and Jive. In these dances Lloyd and Rebecca had a freedom of body rhythm and action, which was noticeable. They must now work on the other three dances to achieve the same result. Producing an ease of body rhythm, by creating postural perfection in every figure, will allow the creation of the character demanded by the individual rhythms.

Tying for tenth place, Cedric Chan and Jennifer Tin (China). In the early round Cedric and Jennifer danced well and achieved many marks from the judges to go forward to the semi-final. However in this round their confidence seemed to evaporate, causing a lack of performance necessary in Latin American dancing. Unfortunately the disparity in their height also causes a problem in their efforts to project personality and emotion between them. To overcome this particular problem Cedric and Jennifer must study their choreography to produce the look of togetherness from their eye-line and also from their body shapes.

Also tying for tenth place, Luke Miller and Laura Robinson (England).  The most appealing dance for them in this Championship was the Jive. Luke and Laura were able to produce speed of foot and leg action, particularly in figures such as Flicks and Kicks. Making their choreography interesting and alive. However, it was noticeable that in the other dances Luke would lead Laura into her new shape and then check his own body movement. He should continue with a movement somewhere in his body, so that the following lead can flow from the previous shape. Music is continuous and so must be the choreography.

Into twelfth place, Vitor Fernandes and Inna Orlova (England).  A well-matched couple with an interesting personality, marked well from the previous round, but sometimes Vitor did not allow Inna to be fully balanced at the end of his lead. This was more noticeable in the semi-final and it certainly detracted from their performance value. Lead is so important in Latin American dancing, in that it must not inhibit or detract from the Lady’s dancing. Practising to be 100% sure of balance, shape and rhythmic action is essential. Searching for perfection in these departments will allow Vitor and Inna the possibility to dance at a higher level.

Other couples that caught the eye in the early round were: 

Petur Fannar Gunnarsson and Charlotte Plant (England). It was interesting to see the creation of a very good man/woman connection in the dancing of Petur and Charlotte. Continuing with this theme and building on the necessary body rhythm, changes of shape between them and their performance level, will help so much in reaching the following round in the Star Championship next year.
Yang Hang Henry and Choy Yan Yanise (China).  Another Chinese couple who have really studied the necessary techniques and timing in the Latin American dances. Yang and Choy should now learn to 'squeeze' their energy into any of the fast moving turns they create. In the Paso Doble they need to consider the structure of the dance, the changes of posture and the strength required for dancing a Walk in this dance.

It does seem a pity that the number competing in both the Ballroom and Latin Star Amateur Championships were less than half the number of the Professional entries. An attractive and large function style room, a purpose-built dance floor, live music by one of the best dance bands in the world, plus world-renowned adjudicators – all provided by the BDF – did not create a larger Amateur entry. Not only a small UK entry but also with so many International couples in the London area at this time of year, the lack of entries was disappointing. It is often said that by practising with and competing against some of the leading dancers in the world is a great help in developing the feeling and knowledge of what is required by the judges.  As an Amateur dancer, have a go next year at the BDF Star Ball. All aspiring dancers need this exposure to what is the best in competitive dance. You might be surprised at how much knowledge you gain!

Once again, congratulations to the champions and all those who took part in this Amateur Championship and congratulations to the committee of the Ballroom Dancers Federation for providing such a good day of competitive Ballroom and Latin American dance. Hope to see everyone again at next years BDF Star Ball.



